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1. Introduction

Suppose some quality of a product varies according to some monotonic

function of n numbers Li, which we shall call for convenience lengths.

The problem is to determine which of these n lengths to stock (hence-

forward cml1ed standards), giver that we can stock only an~ different

lengths, such that the loss incorred in reducing or cutting or supply-ing

standards to the demanded lengths is mdnimized. It is assiumed that:

A. The part of the product that is left after reduing, ie., the

scrap, cannot be used again,

B. The loss is a function of the scrap only.

C: All the lenghhs are demanded equally.

Assumptions B and '. are assumed to hold only in Sections I and 2.

For instance if we are given three lengths of steel beams of 4 ft , 3 ft -

and 1 ft. at a cost of $1 a ft. so that the loss in reducing Li to L1

is just the cost of Li-Lj, and told to choose two standards, we will pick

4 ft. and 1 ft. as our lengths. To see this, note that 4 ft.. must be

chosen as a standard, since it is the longest, must be supplied, and any-

thing longer is just wasted (if other than demanded lengths were pernitted

as standards). For the other standard either 3 ft- or I ft. must be onho-

sen, since again, not choosing a demanded length as a standard just wastes

the difference between its length and the greatest demanded length less

than it, at least. Now it can be seen that I ft. must be chosen as a

standard since its waste is only $1 (- $4 - $3) and the waste with 3 ft.

is t2 (- $3 - $1). As another example suppose we had square box tops

with sides of lengths 4 ft., 3 ft., and 1 ft. demanded and the cost is $1

a square foot, and we could stock but two standard lengths. The loss in



rot stook•ing the 1 ft. fop would be $32 - $]q - $8, and the loss in not-

-tooki•Jg the 3 ft• top woild be $4 2 -$ 3f ..... $'7. Therefore we would stock

the 4 ft. and 1 ft. box tops.

2. The Soulution

With the given lengths L. we associate the transitive, complete,

asymmetric graph G, to bs defined. The graph G will also be irreflexive

in this section but not in Sections 3 and 4. Each vertex in G correslonds

to one of the L and one more vertex is added to serve as a sink. The

vertex corresponding to the longest length, Ln, is the source. Assume the

deimanded lengths are cr-iared, i.e., L i ; L 1 for all I<n. Call the

added vertex (the sink) L. Now draw an arc from Li to L if i>J and

azsociate with this arc the loss incurred in assuzing that L and L are

standard•z and that there are no standards between them, and counting only

that part of the loss incurred in supplying the lengths intermediate be-

"zweei Li and LJ, Arcs from Li to L count the loss incurred in sup-

plying Lt in assuming that LI is the smallest standard. Thus the arc

from Li to Lis

where fti.Lh) is the loas Zrom Li in supplying L Using the steel

beam example the graph G is:

LO co' L' 0' LA 0' L3



Now let ui be a set of m of the , and C(um) be the cost

incurred in assuming that each of the v are all standards and A,B, and

CG Also let % be the L• obtained from G, defined as above, which

correspond to the shortest m stop path front L to L Let L(u ) be
n 0 In

the length of the path in G corresponding to u. Then,

Theorem: Given L.<L......<L and zrn, and assmir4ng A, B, and C, then

a,. C(um) - L(U) and hence

b. mj C(u C * -
m m

where the minimum is taken over all u

Proof: It is clear from the nature of G that each u corresponds t" a

unique m stop path from L to Lo, and that C(u ) is the length ofn 0m

that path since the length of eac'h arc is the loss incurred from each stand-,

ard assuming A, B, and C. Therefore ul incurs the least cost and min C(u)mC(u1'..
m '

There are several ways of finding the shortest m step path from L to

L , In 141 the shortest path is found using matrices, and it can be seen to

be extendable to the shortest m step path. Another more efficient method

is to label Ln - 0 and all the other Li - co, then relabel each L3 m

times starting with L and taking them in order each time. The label on0

L. each time is m fl CL ;L ]) where CLJLI] as before is the length

of the art. from L to Li This is equivalent to remembering only the nth

row or column from A2 to AI where A is the matrix associated with G as de-

scribed [1]. Now in order to find the path we at the kth step associate

with ea%ý.h vertex Li the k step path used to obtain the labels of L .

When Li is being relabeled J and the path used to get to L is the

new path associated with Li, where J is determined by the minimum

function. It can also be seen that we need only use n--m locations at



a time for remembering paths since the path associated with Lk on the

kth step is just Lno, and since the path associated with L for

,JZm-k need not be remembered since it will never be used or needed.

Similarly onLy n-m locations need be remembered for the labels of the

Ssince as before we caltOuate the label for L 1  , then

L L tc..,, until L is label1ed.

3 Generalization

Now ).at us relax assumplions B and C. In their stead we will say

thit there ara given probabilitiej of demand, p.. for each Li. We also

have a funz'tlonL c(L ij) of the endpoint*s that could correspond to Jn_

ventory or epace costs of keeping a supaly of staundard Isngths,Li, of the

product in order to meet the expected demand for lengths greater than L

and less than or equal to L. during a period of time, where L. and
1 1

L are assumed to be standards with no standards between them. It could

aLso correspond to the initial cost of building a container for the
i-i1

standard length Li. Thus in G let CLiLJ] - c(LILJ) p. IFnf(Li,Ln).

Now using this graph we generalize a number of ways. First, if the prob-

lem, as before, requires that we use exactly m standards, we let

[Li,L] Co and C(u) L(um) and min G(.u) - C(u') using the notation
1 j % in rn

of the Theorem. Second, if we require the use of a or less standards,

i.e., m C(uk) we then lot EL L I - 0 in G and use the same algorithm

as befo e for the m step path only permitting these loops to be used.

Then if u' denotes the shortest m or less step path, inC(uk) C(u•)

Third, if we rid ourselves entirely of m and just require that the cost

be minimized regardless of the number of standards, ELL j] - 0 and the



last equation becomes min C(u) - (;(u') where the minimum is taken over

all u an6 u1  is the shorteet path and riky be found by any of the

standard methods. Fourth, if spnce or inventory costs are due to just

the number of standards regardless of whichi of the Li are standardsa

we let [L1 ]L o 'o again in G and ca lculata mi G(u ) for each m.

Then C(u) -i n(G(NA) . Y() ) where u 3s the oet of standards

incturring the lasf total ý,ost-

Exampht.

let I.t PL -1 /'4  kI3. 2 and ,(Li,Lj) i- J - 1.ck

2 P - 1/8 k2 '1 fLi,Lj) i L
T L, p3 /8 k I I
ý3 3 3

L P), 1/2 k 4  2

So the graph is

~22+

/

Tt.:relore the shortest paeth is L 4,L 3$L 2,L oand the cost in 5 V/2.
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